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Hypothesis paper: Mechanism for Primary Blast Induced 
Traumatic Brain Injury with Minimal Head Motion 
 
Charles F. Babbs, MD, PhD* 
 






Transit of the human skull by blast waves produces diffuse brain injury.  The exact mechanisms 
are unknown.  This paper describes plausible mechanisms in which steep intracranial pressure 
gradients, demonstrated in prior computational models of blast-skull interaction, produce 
subsequent deformation and motion of the whole brain within the skull, without obvious 
movement of the head.  Equations of motion are derived to describe the acceleration, velocity, 
and relative position of both the skull and the brain in response to known extracranial and 
intracranial pressures both during and several hundred milliseconds after blast wave passage.  A 
finite element model is solved to visualize the resulting dynamics.  Whole head displacement is 
minimal (~ 1 mm) during primary blast wave passage.  However, the brain experiences intense 
acceleration during the first millisecond as the blast wave passes the head and is compressed and 
stretched for the next 10 to 20 msec, while moving through cerebrospinal fluid toward the inner 
aspect of the skull, at speeds near 0.5 m/sec.  Then cycles of coup and contrecoup collision and 
rebound occur during the next several hundred milliseconds, producing maximal compressive 
strains of 20 percent or more.  A quantitatively realistic causal sequence, demonstrated in a 
companion analytical model, includes passage of the shock wave in air past the rounded skull; 
compression of the skull; generation of intracranial sound waves and pressure gradients; 
distortion followed by acceleration of the whole brain through cerebrospinal fluid; collision of 
the brain with the inner aspect of the skull; compressive strain wave propagation through the 
brain with gross deformation, and subsequent diffuse axonal injury.  This physics-based 
sequence, emphasizing whole brain motion through cerebrospinal fluid within the skull and 
playing out over much longer durations than are usually modeled, provides a unifying concept 
relating blast exposure levels to the risk of brain injury that may inform the design of future 
studies. 
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Blast induced neurotrauma (BINT) or blast-induced traumatic brain injury (bTBI) is a recognized 
disease entity, resulting most notably from explosions of improvised explosive devices (IEDs)1-4.  
Blast injuries can happen in four phases: (1) primary (direct effects of overpressure), (2) 
secondary (effects of projectiles/shrapnel), (3) tertiary (effects of falls from blast winds), and (4) 
quaternary (burns, and exposure to toxic gasses)5.  Shielding by armored personnel carriers can 
protect soldiers from secondary, tertiary, and quaternary blast injury.  However, shock waves can 
travel effectively through armor, such that sudden peak overpressures ~ 200 kPa still occur 
inside armored vehicles6.  As a result, many soldiers have survived otherwise lethal blasts from 
IEDs only to suffer primary blast injury7.  Blast-induced TBI is considered the signature injury 
for combat troops in today’s military8, accounting for nearly 70% of injuries in wounded service 
members in both Iraq and Afghanistan1, 6.  
 
The resulting pathology of “diffuse axonal injury" (DAI) has been observed in both laboratory 
and clinical studies of subjects suffering blast injuries9.  For example, in Garman and coworkers’ 
studies of anesthetized rats, the left side of the skull faced the 25% lethal blast waves10.  Diffuse 
multi-focal axonal injury was observed, together with increased blood-brain-barrier permeability.  
Wang, Shi, and coworkers11 in a mouse model found widespread multifocal neuronal and axonal 
degeneration in brains of blast exposed mice both in the cranio-caudal and coronal planes.  
Bauman and coworkers found widespread white matter fiber degeneration in swine models2.  
Evidence of diffuse axonal injury on integrated MRI and diffusion tensor imaging has been 
found as well in human patients suffering blast-related traumatic brain injury,12-14 which is 
especially evident if the original injury is accompanied by loss of consciousness15.   
 
Defining the exact mechanisms that mediate primary bTBI, however, remains an open problem2, 
5, 6, 9, 16-18.  In particular, the widespread and diffuse injury induced by the blast wave, especially 
injury on the side of the brain opposite the source of the blast, is a phenomenon that has yet to be 
well understood19.  Possible mechanisms that have been suggested include acoustic impedance 
mismatch, bubble formation, direct passage of the blast wave through the cranium, skull flexure 
from blast waves, shear strain, tensile strain, sudden translation of the head, micro-cavitation, 
blood surge from the torso following chest compression, air embolism from lung injury, 
intracranial bleeding, contrecoup contusion, blast wave transmission through the orbits and nasal 
sinuses, skull deformation with elastic rebound, “lens effects” due to the concave shape of the 
calvarium leading to complicated interference patterns of pressure waves, diffuse axonal injury, 
elongation of cell bodies, and micro-shear between cell nuclei other organelles1, 2, 5, 20-27.  There 
is no consensus. 
 
Previous papers from local colleagues describe and review experimental models and approaches 
to this problem28-32.  The goal of the present study is to develop a simplified physics-based model 
for the underlying cause of primary blast injury that can be used to inform future research.  A 
special focus, in contrast to previous studies which focused on the first 1 to 10 msec after blast 
exposure17, 21, 23, 27, 33, is characterization of whole brain motion through the cerebrospinal fluid, 
collision of the brain with the rigid skull, and coup and contrecoup injury, occurring over time 
scales of several hundred msec after blast exposure.  As the results will show, it is important to 
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consider this wider range of time scales to capture the full story of the biomechanics of blast 







The biomechanics of closed head injury in general, including impacts from falls, contact sports, 
and violence, as well as blast waves, are difficult to study experimentally.  Harmful impacts last 
only 2 to 20 msec.  Subsequent motion of the brain inside the skull lasts just a few seconds and is 
rarely seen.  Such motion has been only partially revealed by studies in animals using high-speed 
photography through a lucite calvarium or high-speed fluoroscopy of implanted radiodense 
pellets34-37.  Only occasionally are the brains of patients sustaining minor head injury examined 
at autopsy.  Fortunately, mathematical analysis and modeling of the skull and brain in response 
to known pulses of head acceleration allow one to study a variety of conditions that are difficult, 
impossible, or unethical to reproduce in animals or in humans6. 
 
Blast overpressure vs. time curves5, 11, 38 have an abrupt onset corresponding to passage of the 
hypersonic shock wave front past a fixed detector and a more gradual linear to exponential 
decline over a span of several milliseconds thereafter, as sketched in Fig. 1(a) for a typical case 
associated with neurotrauma.  Using principles of classical Newtonian physics, the following 
analysis considers first the displacement of the whole head and skull during blast wave transit, 
without elaboration of its internal structures, and then interaction the shock wave with the 
internal structure of the brain, surrounded by the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)-filled subarachnoid 
space and encased in the semi-rigid skull. 
 
 
Linear motion of the whole skull 
 
Consider the waveform for a blast-induced shock wave in air, as sketched in Fig. 1 (a).  
Overpressure is plotted as a function of time for a hypersonic shock wave passing a fixed point 
in space.  The waveform is approximately triangular to decaying exponential10 (Friedlander 
waveform), with small damped sinusoidal after-waves and amplitudes ranging from 0 to Pmax 
(~500 kPa) on the vertical axis and from 0 to tmax (~ 1 to 5 msec) on the horizontal axis.  Let vs 
denote the velocity of the shock wave front in air (~ 500 m/sec)39, which is significantly greater 
than normal sound speed in air (343 m/sec).  In turn, the wavelength of the shock wave is  
 = vs tmax (~ 0.5 to 2.5 meters) which is much greater than the diameter of the human head, and 
very much greater than the head dimensions of laboratory animals.  (Note that this simple 
calculation casts doubt on proposed mechanisms involving reflection and summation of pressure 
waves within the skull.)  
 
To estimate the motion of the whole head it will be sufficient to imagine a simple model of the 
head as a rectangular solid, having linear dimension, L in the direction of the blast and surface 
area, A (Fig. 1 (b)).  This simplified model makes it easy to appreciate two phases of head 
motion.  In the first phase the shock wave front is passing from the near side to the far side of the 
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model, as shown in Fig. 1 (c).  Since L <  there is a right-to-left directed force on the head 
approximately equal to  
 
F1  PmaxA ,           (1) 
 
which lasts for a duration of t1 = L/vs (~ 0.2 m / (500 m/sec) = 0.4 msec).  Numerically  
t1 < tmax.  After the shock wave front passes the model, there will be a follow-on left-to-right 











A       (2) 
 
assuming here on average, a linear ramp for the downslope of the overpressure waveform, which 
is reasonable based on empirical measurements5, 38.  (The linear ramp assumption can be 
eliminated, as shown in Appendix 1, at the cost of somewhat more algebra.)  Thus, first, as the 
shock wave front passes around the head, the head will be pushed one way for a brief time, very 
strongly (phase 1, Fig. 1 (c)).  Then, second, as the downslope of the shock wave passes the 
head, the head will be pushed the opposite way for a longer time, less strongly (phase 2,  












































FIG 1. Sketches of blast wave interaction with “blockhead” model.  (a) typical blast 
overpressure waveform, (b) blockhead model, (c) phase 1 – early passage of blast wave front 
(dashed line) with pressure P1 > P2 = 0, (d) phase 2 – later passage of blast wave downslope 
(dashed line) with pressure P1 < P2, (e) blockhead velocity vs. time; area under curve equals 











































To estimate the net changes in velocity and net changes in position of the whole head one may 
apply Newton’s second law, F = ma, or force equals mass times acceleration.  The acceleration 












== .         (3) 
 
The oppositely directed acceleration of the whole head having average mass density, , during 




























−== .      (4) 
 
The change in velocity of the head during phase 1 is 
 
111 tav = .           (5) 
 


























+  .    (6) 
 
Hence head velocity during complete transit of the shock wave has a form suggested in Fig. 1 
(e).  The head will be pushed forward a short distance, d, and then stop or nearly stop.  One can 
















































+= .  (7) 
 
Numerically, for example, using 200 kPa pressure and 1000 kg/m3 as the density of the head 














0.005 sec = 0.001 meters      (8) 
 
or 1 mm.  This movement of about one millimeter in response to a powerful blast is a remarkably 
short translation, especially compared to the roughly 9 mm width of the fluid-filled subarachnoid 
space separating the surface of the human brain from the inner aspect of the skull.  This nearly 
net zero effect is unlikely to be changed by any follow-on low amplitude, alternating positive and 
negative after-waves of primary overpressure in some blast waveforms.  Note that Equations (7) 
and (8) describe effects of primary blast wave pressure only, not secondary or tertiary effects of 
projectiles or wind.  Thus, movement of the skull alone is not sufficient to cause anatomic 
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deformation or damage to the brain in primary bTBI.  Minimal skull motion during passage of 
pure shock waves has also been noted in more sophisticated multiscale dynamic models by 
Taylor and Ford40 and has been observed experimentally at Purdue University for human head 
models, as seen in videos of laboratory studies (Tyler C. Robbins and Steven F. Son, 
unpublished observations).  
 
 
Motion of the brain within the skull 
 
To explain neurotrauma associated with pure primary blast injury, something beyond simple 
whole head translation is required.  Clues come from laboratory measurements and 
computational models.  For example, Sundaramurthy and coworkers (2012) using sophisticated 
intracranial pressure transducers, found waveforms like those in Fig. 1(a) lasting about 5 msec 
with peak initial pressures of 150 kPa (although the rat skull is extremely small and thin; more 
on this later).  A clearer picture of spatial distributions of blast-induced intracranial pressure 
transients during shock wave passage comes from advanced computational models17, 18, 21, 22, 25, 27, 
40, 41.  A synthesis of results from such simulations, shown in Fig. 2, reveals a picture of time-
averaged intracranial pressure distributions over the first 0.3 to 1 msec after contact of the 
hypersonic shock wave front with the human skull.  During shock wave transit past the skull, 
pressure spikes on the order of 100 kPa to 500 kPa occur within the skull.  Generally, computed 
intracranial pressures are greatest on the side of the blast and substantially lower on the far side17, 




































FIG. 2.  Synthesis of multiple simulation studies of human intracranial pressure at sub-
millisecond times after blast exposure.  (a) absolute pressure, (b) pressure gradient.  Blast on 
right side.  Numerical values are approximate. 
 
  
















These intracranial pressure transients occur within semi-rigid, but not perfectly rigid, models of 
the skull, in which small circumferential compressive strains on the order of 0.05 percent have 
been measured42.  Thus, local deformation of the semi-rigid skull permits transmission of sound 
pressure waves into the intracranial compartment.  One may speculate, and also roughly 
calculate, that venting of pressure through the tentorium cerebelli into the posterior compartment 
and foramen magnum at the mid posterior base of the skull is in part responsible for the sharp 
drop off of near sided pressure peaks toward the middle of the brain.  The resulting change in 
pressure as a function of distance creates steep spatial pressure gradients within the skull during 
the first millisecond or so after blast exposure. 
 
The major insight motivating the present study is the hypothesis that these pressure gradients are 
strong enough to drive whole brain motion, leading to pathologically significant collisions with 
the inner aspect of the skull.  The underlying biomechanics are easily studied, both in a simple 
box-shaped finite element model of blast-induced brain motion and deformation, which is 






Finite element model 
 
Within the skull the brain is suspended in water density cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which 
surrounds the human brain for a distance of about 9 mm on all sides prior to blast exposure.  
Here we assume that the Poisson's ratio for brain tissue is 0.5, so that neither brain volume nor 
CSF volume changes during moderate deformation.  Fig. 3 illustrates a simple Voigt model of 
the brain composed of discrete springs, k, masses, m, and dampers, .  The Voigt model of the 
brain is bracketed at each end by a 0.9 cm wide gap of cerebrospinal fluid, separating the brain 
model from hard-stop, boundaries, which are essentially rigid compared to brain tissue after 
shock wave passage.  In this “1.5-dimensional” model, Poisson’s ratio expansion and contraction 































FIG. 3.  Voigt model of the brain, cerebrospinal fluid filled subarachnoid space, and hard-stop 
boundaries of the cranium.  Dimension x represents the direction of blast wave propagation 
(front-to-back unless otherwise specified).  The viscoelastic brain is represented by discrete mass 
elements, m, springs, k, and dampers, .  In the unstressed condition the masses, m, are separated 
by distance x0.  The cross section of the viscoelastic solid is A.  Blast facing edge of model is at 
x = 0.  For clarity, only a few finite elements are shown.  End masses are one half interior 
masses.  Motion occurs only in the x-dimension; however, Poisson’s ratio expansion and 
contraction are accounted for in the dimensions perpendicular to the x-axis.  Right and left skull 














The objective here is to track the motion of each mass or node of the model in time during and 
after blast exposure.  For an interior mass m, the x-component of acceleration depends upon the 
sum of applied forces, Fp, Fk, and F , due respectively to local pressure gradients, neighboring 
springs, and neighboring dampers.  Invoking Newton’s second law of motion for interior node, n, 
 
man = Fp + Fk + Fμ .         (9) 
 
These expressions for each interior node, n, and the similar ones for the two end nodes of mass 
m/2, can be solved for the acceleration of each node in the array. 
 
Driving forces on each finite element, n, having cross section An and thickness x0, during early, 





 are given by  
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in terms of the local volume Vn and the local intracranial pressure gradient in the x-direction.  In 
the absence of reactive forces from neighboring springs and dampers, the acceleration of node, n, 


















.         (11) 
 
As shown in detail in Appendix 2, the local node acceleration including reactive forces from the 
elastic elements or springs connecting a given interior node, n, with neighboring nodes n + 1 and 



































−= −+−+ ,    (12) 
 
where E is Young’s modulus of elasticity (stiffness), D is the analogously defined damping 
modulus (D/E  0.01 sec), xn is local node position, and vn is local node velocity.  In words, an = 
pressure gradient term + elastic recoil term + viscous damping term.  For end nodes 1 and N the 
corresponding expressions are derived by most easily from Equation (12) using zero end force 
conditions.  For end node 1 set xn-1 = x1 − x0 , and for end node set N xN+1 = xN + x0 .  
Similarly, for end node 1 set vn-1 = v1, and for end node set N vN+1 = vN.  If computed points for 
end nodes move outside the boundary of the skull, they are brought back to the hard stop 
positions, and velocity is set to zero.  To account for possible brain expansion in the orthogonal 
(y and z) dimensions according to Poisson’s ratio,  = 0.5, a maximal allowed compressive strain 
is enforced, 0.5𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
2 × 𝐶𝑆𝐹𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
 , or max  0.30 with frictionless slippage in the x-
dimension still allowed.  This constraint describes physical limits on Poisson’s ratio expansion 





Parameter values and boundary conditions 
 
Brain tissue is considered to be a compressible, viscoelastic material.  Viscoelastic properties of 
whole brain have been rather well studied over the past 30 years, and consensus values for 
Young's modulus of elasticity and for an analogously defined energy loss modulus can be 
gleaned from the literature43-45.  Despite rather large variability in published values, these data 
provide a basis for a "baseline model" of typical brain viscoelastic properties that is sufficient for 
present purposes.  They are summarized in Table 1.  Since large strains are anticipated a simple 
nonlinear elasticity estimator was implemented as follows.  Young’s modulus (engineering stress 
divided by engineering strain) as a function of engineering strain, , and the small strain 
modulus, E0 ,was computed as E(ε) =
E0
cos2(επ/2)
 .  For simplicity, the damping factor, D, is taken 
as a constant.  Inclusion of damping can be used to explain the observed strain rate dependence 
of measured values of quasi-static E.45  Relative motion of the brain is computed with respect to 
the boundaries of the skull in response to induced pressure gradients in Figure 2, using Equation 
(12).  Thus, the dynamics of skull deformation are not described in this first numerical model, 
and the assumed rectangular shape of the model is satisfactory at this stage.  
 
 







brain Brain density 1046 kg/m
3 
E0 Young’s elastic modulus of brain tissue 
(small strain value) 
10,000 Pa 
D Damping modulus of brain tissue  100 Pa-sec 
span Total model span (brain + CSF) 0.18 m 
A Brain cross section  0.0144 m2 
h CSF width 0.009 m 
x0 Finite element thickness 0.018 m 
 Poisson’s ratio 0.5  
p Duration of intracranial pressure pulse 0.001 sec 
maxdPdx Maximal time-averaged intracranial 
pressure gradient in x-dimension 
5 x 106 Pa/m 
SDdPdx Standard deviation of Gaussian curve of 
hypothetical intracranial pressure gradient 
in x-domain 
0.02 m 






In keeping with previous work (Table 2) a spatial average and time average hypothetical 
intracranial pressure gradient of 2.5 MPa/m lasting 1 msec and acting over 10 cm distance was 
chosen for the baseline model.  The distribution of particular pressure gradient values in the x-
dimension was approximately Gaussian, as shown in Fig. 2(b).   
 
Table 2.  Literature values for approximate intracranial pressure gradients. 
 
Study Pmaxair Gradient Distance Pmax/2 Mean Reference  







1 1.3 2 0.05 0.5 10 Taylor 200940 
2 0.1 2 0.15 0.1 0.6667 Moss 200925 
3 0.52 0.4 0.1 0.25 2.5 Moore 200921 
4 1.5 0.7 0.1 0.5 5 Nyelin 201041 
5 0.5 1--8 0.1 0.3 3 Panzer 201227 
6 0.7 1 0.1 0.3 3 Zhang 201333 
7 2 4 0.1 1.7 17 Jean 201417 
8 0.36 0.5 0.1 0.25 2.5 Taylor 201418        
Baseline 
Model 
0.5 1 0.1 0.25 2.5 
 
     # Extracranial air pressure 
 
 
Integration of the equations of motion 
 
Beginning with initial conditions at t = 0, the horizontal accelerations are doubly integrated using 
the simple Euler method to extrapolate velocity, vn , and position, xn , of each node, n , from time 
t to time t + t, namely 
 
vn(t + ∆t) =  vn(t) +  an(t)∆t,        (13a) 
 
xn(t + ∆t) =  xn(t) + vn(t)∆t .        (13b) 
 
Results are displayed in computer animations showing motion and expansion of all finite 
elements in the model as a function of time.  The time step of integration, t, was small enough 








The forgoing numerical model was implemented in Visual Basic code within an Excel 
spreadsheet on ordinary personal computers operating under Microsoft Windows 10.  Visual 
Basic provides a highly portable platform for custom animations to visualize brain motion.  
Computer code was validated by comparison with simple test cases and by testing for 
conservation of energy in the absence of damping. 
 
To visualize motion of the model of the brain, the finite elements are represented on screen as 
tall rectangles that may undergo compression in the x-direction of the blast and corresponding 
Poisson’s ratio expansion in the perpendicular y-dimension.  The skull is represented as a 
rectangular box with an underlying space equal to the CSF width.  A small number of thick finite 
elements (x0 = 0.6 cm) permits visual appreciation of subtle local compression and elongation 
in the animated results. 
 
At times t > 0 the brain model moves inside the skull in response to an impulse of acceleration 
caused by blast-induced pressure gradients, which are taken as inputs to initiate finite element 
dynamics.  Drag forces on the brain moving these short distances through CSF are ignored43.  
Skull motion is assumed to be negligible.  The skull boundaries are completely rigid.  Motion of 
each brain slice or finite element with respect to the fixed boundaries of the skull is computed, 
and the maximum compressive strain experienced in any of the finite elements (typically an 




Companion analytical model 
 
To check the numerical results of the finite element model, a simple analytical model was 
derived to predict over all brain motion and deformation, and in particular the maximal 
compressive strain experienced by the leading edge of the brain after collision with the inner 
aspect of the skull.  Somewhat surprisingly, this analytical approach can be used to describe a 
complete chain of causation extending from passage of the shock wave in air past the skull, to 
compression of curved cranial bone, to generation of intracranial sound waves in aqueous 
cerebrospinal fluid and brain, to creation of brief, intense pressure gradients within the skull, to 
acceleration of the whole brain through cerebrospinal fluid by the pressure gradients, to collision 
of the brain with the inner aspect of the skull, consequent strain wave propagation through brain 
substance, and accompanying deformation that is likely to cause diffuse axonal injury.  For 
simple geometric cases, in particular a hemispherical skull, each of these steps in the chain can 
be described straightforwardly by an equation based on classical Newtonian physics. 
 
Bone compression by airborne shock wave passage 
 
Combining the Law of Laplace for a thin walled spherical, or hemispherical, pressure vessel as a 
model of the calvarium with the definition of Young’s modulus of elasticity E = stress/strain for 
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bone, one obtains the circumferential or radial strain, ε̅skull , in a skull of radius, r, and thickness, 









 ,          (14a) 
 
where ε̅skull and ∆P̅̅̅̅ skull are the time averaged values over the duration of the blast wave passage.  
Owing to the high stiffness, E, of bone (8 x 109 Pa)46, the quasi-static assumption implicit in 
Equation (14a) is reasonable.  That is, skull flexure, or shock wave propagation through the skull 
is instantaneous in this treatment--much faster than either shock wave propagation in air or the 
resulting strain wave propagation in the brain.  (This feature, as will be shown, allows a 
mechanism for brain distortion during primary blast injury without the need to account for strain 
propagation through the cranium before the arrival shock or stress waves through brain tissue.) 
 
As a typical numerical example, the radial or circumferential blast-induced compressive strain in 






 8 x 109 Pa 
25 = 0.00031         (14b) 
 
or 0.03 percent compressive strain.  This value is comparable with the laboratory observations of 
0.01 to 0.06 percent compression of the skull during blast wave passage42.  In turn, the time-
averaged amplitude of radial skull compression in units of length (meters) is s̅ = ε̅skull r .   
 
 
Intracranial sound waves 
 
Displacement of the skull by distance, s̅ , creates a compression wave, or sound wave, in the 
underlying cerebrospinal fluid and brain.  For a classical sound wave propagating in water or in 
brain of mass density  in which the sound speed is that in water, vw , the time-averaged pressure 
generated in water is  
 
∆P̅̅̅̅ w = vwρωs̅,          (15) 
 





vwρε̅skullr .          (16a) 
 
As a numerical example, the expected intracranial pressure rise for a T = 3 msec duration blast 











0.0003 ∙  0.1 m =  94 kPa .     (16b) 
 
This value is in keeping with experimentally recorded intracranial pressures of about 100 kPa11. 
 












r .         (17) 
 
 
Intracranial pressure gradients 
 
Realizing that pressure within the skull tends to be maximal at the periphery on the blast side, 
falling to near zero near the center of the brain17, 21, 22, 27, 40 (perhaps due to pressure venting into 
the posterior fossa and spinal canal) one can rearrange Equation (17) to estimate the time-


















 .        (18a) 
 
Given the roughly triangular wave shape of transcranial pressure during blast wave passage (Fig. 
1(a)) one can estimate the time-averaged mean compression pressure, ∆P̅̅̅̅ skull ≈
1
2















 .         (18b) 
 
 
Whole brain acceleration 
 
In turn, as shown in Equation (11), the magnitude of the acceleration of the near side half of the 














 , and the time-averaged acceleration of the whole brain, having twice the mass and 


















 .        (19) 
 
The approximate change in velocity of the whole brain accelerated in this way for a single shock 










 .         (20) 
 
 
Collision, stain wave propagation, and motion after brain-skull contact 
 
After brain-skull contact there is propagation of a compressive strain wave through the whole 
brain, accompanied by lateral expansion in dimensions orthogonal to the compression, according 
to Poisson’s ratio.  The strain wave is a wave of deformation within a soft elastic material that 
propagates much slower than do sound waves in water.  In their 1994 textbook, The 
Mechanisms of Continua and Wave Dynamics, Brekhovskikh and Gancharov47 have described 
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the exact nature of the compressive strain wave in a column of elastic material impacting a rigid 
wall at constant velocity.  They show that for a column of density, , having uniform stiffness 
(Young's modulus of elasticity) E, and hitting a rigid wall with initial velocity, v0, a wave of 
compressive strain is propagated through the column in a particular last-in/first-out pattern. 
 
Fig. 4 illustrates Brekhovskikh—Gancharov compression of a uniform elastic column.  An 
elastic column of length, L, hits a rigid wall with initial velocity v0.  The wall acts on the column 
with a force that initiates a strain wave, which propagates back along the column with wave 
speed = /Ec .  For this idealized one-dimensional case with no viscous damping or energy 
loss, the compression is of uniform degree in the compressed region and is zero elsewhere.  A 
rectangular wave of compression and lateral expansion travels from the wall toward the free end 
of the column.  The time required for the compression wave to reach the far end of the elastic 
column is L/(c + v0).  (For blast exposed head models c/ v0 ~ 3.)  At this point the entire column 
is uniformly compressed.  Thereafter, there is recoil, in reverse order, beginning with the free 
end.  After another strain wave propagation time of  L/(c + v0) the entire column moves in the 





FIG. 4.  Phases of motion of an elastic bar hitting a solid wall with initial velocity, v0.  
Propagation of a compressive strain wave (shading) is shown at successive times after impact 





Maximal compressive strain 
 
Realizing the last-in/first-out pattern of strain wave propagation of a rectangular elastic body 
hitting a solid wall with incoming velocity, v0 = vbrain , one can use simple conservation of 
energy to derive an expression for maximal strain max for the case of zero damping.  Equating 
incoming kinetic energy with potential energy at maximal compression, L, of a rectangular 
elastic solid with Young’s modulus E, length L, and cross section, A, and spring constant, k = 














2 .      (21) 
 











2,       (22) 
 





 .         (23) 
 
Now, ignoring damping for the early part of the first impact, ignoring any small drag forces on 
the brain as it traverses the subarachnoid space43, as before, and substituting for ∆vbrain using 













 .         (24) 
 
Equations (14) through (24) describe quantitatively (for simple geometric cases) the complete 
chain of causation from passage of a blast wave in air past the head to potentially damaging 
gross deformation of the brain.  These independently derived analytical expressions may be used 
to check results of the finite element model. 
 
Note especially in Equation (24) that the maximal compressive strain, max , is scale independent 
for similarly shaped skulls (r/h = constant), comprised of similar bone material (Eskull = constant) 
and exposed to similar blast overpressures in air (Pmax = constant).  Expression (24) thus 
incorporates a scaling law relating blast wave intensity to the expected mechanical response of 
brain tissue across species.  This result suggests that roughly similar pathology of blast induced 








Baseline finite element model 
 
Figures 5 and 6 show a series of snapshots in time depicting brain motion and deformation 
following blast exposure in the baseline model of Tables 1 and 2.  In Figs. 5 and 6 the outer box 
represents the inner aspect of the skull.  The underlying gap represents the CSF filled 
subarachnoid space.  The colored inner rectangles represent slices of brain tissue modeled as 
Voigt bodies of defined thickness and cross section, having specified elastic and damping moduli 
(Table 1).  Each rectangle represents the space occupied by particular viscoelastic elements 
between the center points of two nodes in Fig. 3.  The crosshatched boundary (right) indicates 
the direction of the blast.  The blast wave in air travels from right to left.  During the first 
millisecond of simulation pressure gradients appear within the brain as shown in Fig. 2, which 
accelerate individual finite elements according to the pressure differences across them.  The 
resulting motions of the finite elements of the brain model with respect to the fixed and rigid 






      





      
                           (c)  20 msec                                                            (d)  35 msec 
 
FIG. 5.  Time series snapshots of deformation of a simple numerical brain model during early 
times after blast wave transit.  Blast wave travels from right to left.  Color bar represents strains 
ranging from −0.5 (red, compressive strain) to +0.5 (blue, elongation strain) in increments of 0.1. 
(a) resting state; (b) 10 msec after onset of intracranial pressure pulse, (c) 20 msec after onset of 
intracranial pressure pulse, (d) near maximum compression and zero velocity.  Arrows indicate 




Fig. 5 shows forward progress of the brain in the direction of blast wave propagation.  Times of 
specific frames are indicated in msec from the onset of the intracranial pressure wave.  At zero 
msec (a) the brain is at rest in a centered position.  From 0 to 1 msec the brain is strongly 
accelerated by local pressure gradients, centered between the midpoint and the right edge of the 
model.  At 10 msec (b) an internal strain wave is evident, moving from right to left, after the 
mid-right sections of the model are pushed into the static left half, followed by internal strain 
wave propagation.  There are regions of compressive strain (middle, left) and elongation strain 
(middle, right).  These strains are quite similar to those calculated by Chafi and coworkers23 at 
such early times using a much more complicated three-dimensional finite element model.  The 
early intraparenchymal strain wave continues to move to the left at 10 msec (b), while at the 
same time the whole brain begins to transit the subarachnoid space from right to left at a constant 
velocity of ~0.5 m/sec. 
 
Importantly, the complete time history of brain deformation continues for much longer.  
Collision with the inner aspect of the skull opposite the side of the blast happens at about 16 
msec, followed by reverse strain wave propagation, shown at 20 msec in Fig. 5(c).  At 35 msec 
after blast onset (Fig. 5 (d)) the brain becomes maximally compressed against the skull.  In this 
example the maximal compressive strain is 30 percent, the maximum allowed by the rigid 
boundaries of the skull (black rectangle). Corresponding lateral expansion in the second and third 
dimensions perpendicular to the compressive strain, as specified by Poisson’s ratio of 0.5, is 
indicated by vertical elongation of the individual finite elements.  This severe distortion provides 
an anatomic substrate for diffuse axonal injury, as observed in vivo by Inglase and coworkers49 
and by Garman and coworkers10, among others. 
 
Next the brain begins to recoil in the opposite direction owing to its elastic properties, as shown 
in Fig. 6 (a) at 50 msec.  Then the brain re-crosses the subarachnoid space (Fig. 6((b)).  Reverse 
transit speed is slower, owing to energy absorption by damping.  Next the brain compresses 
against the inner aspect of the skull on the side of the blast (c).  The second compression 
involving the right-hand half of the brain model is substantial, but quantitively less than 
compression on the first hit, here in the range of 20 percent compressive strain.  This rebound 
collision may produce a contrecoup type injury.  Taken together, the original coup injury and 
contrecoup injury (in the case of blast, the coup happening first on the side opposite the blast) 
create substantial anatomic distortion of the entire brain on both far and near sides.  This is 
exactly the type of strain pattern that would be expected to produce widespread diffuse axonal 
injury.  After the second impact there is further attenuated follow-on recoil (d), and depending on 
the degree of damping, there may be additional rounds of collision and recoil with progressively 
diminishing intensity.  Thus, potentially injurious deformation and motion of the brain continue 
for hundreds of milliseconds after the blast wave has passed by the head, all driven by the initial 







      




      
                         (c)  150 msec                                                              (d) 200 msec 
 
FIG. 6.  Time series snapshots of deformation of a numerical brain model after blast wave 
transit.  Blast wave travels from right to left.  The red to red blue change represents the range of 
local engineering strain (−0.5 for red, +0.5 for blue).  (a) initial recoil with reverse motion, (b) 
reverse transit toward blast side, (c) early compression on blast side, (d) second recoil with 
original forward motion.  Arrows indicate direction of whole brain motion.  For further 





Baseline analytical model 
 
Similar results are obtained for the companion analytical model, which has the advantage of 
linking external blast wave pressure in air with internal brain motion according to a detailed 
causal sequence. 
 
Brain motion, deformation, and compressive strain 
 








 , sec with sound speed in aqueous 
cerebrospinal fluid and brain at 40 oC, vw = 1525 m/sec, a skull radius to thickness ratio, r/h = 25, 
maximum blast wave sound pressure, Pmax = 250 kPa (half maximal peak survival pressures
3, 10, 
39), and Young’s modulus of skull, Eskull = 8 x10
9 Pa, one obtains an initial brain velocity toward 
the opposite side of the skull of 0.94 m/sec.  Fig. 7 illustrates solutions for whole brain 
acceleration, collision, and strain wave propagation in the analytical model, based on an 
idealized collision of an elastic column with a rigid wall43, 47, as shown in Fig. 4.  The blast wave 
comes from the right side of the model, at the thicker, crosshatched boundary.  The physics of 
Equations (14) through (18) are used to predict intracranial pressure gradients as a function of 
blast wave overpressure in air outside the curved skull.  As before, time zero (Fig 7 (a)) indicates 
the beginning of intracranial pressure gradients, which last 1.0 msec.  In this model, for 
simplicity, early-time internal strain waves through brain tissue before the first wall impact are 
not described.   
 
After acceleration by intracranial pressure gradients, the whole brain completely traverses the 
subarachnoid space (Fig. 7(b)) and collides with the inner aspect of the skull at a time of about 
11 msec.  With strain wave velocity of c = √E/ρ  = 3.1 mm/msec and whole brain velocity v0 = 
0.94 mm/msec, it takes 162/(3.1 + 0.94)  = 40 additional msec for the strain wave to back-
propagate through the entire brain, as shown part way in this journey at 30 msec in (c).  Lateral 
expansion is indicated by vertical elongation, associated with horizontal compression in the x-
dimension.  The maximal compressive strain is 30 percent.  After the strain wave has propagated 
through the entire brain, recoil begins.  At 75 msec reverse strain wave propagation is in progress 
(d), after which liftoff occurs, followed by reverse transit of the subarachnoid space (e).  The 
brain then proceeds to impact the opposite wall, where another cycle of compression (f) and 
subsequent recoil occurs. 
 
Interestingly, the position of the analytical model at 100 msec shown in Figure 7 (e) is nearly 
identical to the position of the finite element model at 100 msec shown in Figure 6 (b), despite 
the difference in initial, whole brain velocities at 1 msec, namely 0.5 m/sec for the finite element 
model vs. 0.94 m/sec for the analytical model.  In the finite element model there is substantial 
internal strain energy at the 5 and 10 msec time points, as shown in Figure 5 (b) and (c).  In turn, 
there is less kinetic energy of forward motion.  The analytical model does not include internal 
deformation, so that all energy is kinetic energy prior to impact.  Hence there is greater forward 
speed.  However, at the point of maximal compression after the first wall hit, both models have 
zero whole brain velocity and zero kinetic energy.  Thereafter, recoil is similar, as shown at 100 
msec, except for a small energy loss due to damping in the finite element model.  In general, the 
events in Fig. 7 are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to those for the finite element model 
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in Figs. 5 and 6, the major differences being that the analytical model does not include any 
damping or early-time internal strains.  In this way the mechanics of brain motion and 
deformation after blast exposure are predicted by a second analytical line of reasoning, which is 
largely independent of the assumptions inherent in the finite element model. 
 
 
         




         
               (d)   75 msec                              (e)  100 msec                               (f)  150 msec 
 
FIG. 7.  Time series snapshots of deformation of the analytical brain model during and after 
blast wave transit.  Blast wave travels from right to left.  In (a), (b), and (c) whole brain motion is 
from right to left.  In (d), (e), and (f) whole brain motion is from left to right.  The purple to red 
color change represents the range of local compressive strain in the horizontal dimension (0% for 
purple, 30% for red).  (a) start of impulse, (b) near first wall contact, (c) first collision with stain 








The present biomechanical analysis and numerical simulations demonstrate that there can be 
gross motion and deformation of the brain within the skull, even though, paradoxically, there is 
little or no motion of the head.  Further, primary blast injury may occur, not only during the first 
few milliseconds, as the blast wave propagates around the head, but also during the subsequent 
hundreds of milliseconds, as the whole brain collides with the inside of the cranium.  In this 
proposed mechanism the brief, strong acceleration of the near side of the brain, produced by 
blast induced intracranial pressure gradients, drives the brain across the roughly 1 cm wide gap 
of the CSF-filled subarachnoid space at speeds approaching 1 meter/sec, after which it impacts 
the relatively rigid skull.  Upon impact a compressive strain wave propagates through the whole 
brain, with maximum compression of about 30 percent, followed by rebound and one or more 
cycles of “coup” and “contrecoup” collisions.   
 
The present numerical results illustrate this mechanism, beginning with well-established 
intracranial pressure distributions from prior studies and Newton’s laws of motion in a Voigt 
model of the brain and skull.  The results illustrate how there can be widespread damage 
throughout the brain, even though measured and computed intracranial pressures are highly 
asymmetrical and located predominantly on the near side of the blast.  Damaging deformation of 
the brain can occur not only during early times (0 to 20 msec) owing to inhomogeneous local 
pressure gradients, but also during later times (20 to 200 msec) owing to coup and contrecoup 
collisions. 
 
The companion analytical results show how such intracranial pressure distributions may result 
from simple elastic compression of the curved outer skull, vented through the posterior fossa and 
foramen magnum, and how the brain moves and recoils predictably as an elastic body suspended 
in cerebrospinal fluid between the near and far rigid walls of the skull, the whole process 
resulting in cycles of substantial compressive strain.  The analytical expressions derived from 
fundamental physics also outline a complete chain of causation from blast wave propagation in 
air to profound deformation of brain tissue, which is very likely produce diffuse axonal injury.  
In addition, they provide a scale-independent equation for maximal compressive strain in 
animals with similarly shaped skulls (r/h = constant) and similar skull bone stiffnesses  
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implies a full sensitivity analysis in a nutshell, describing quantitatively the relative influence of 
particular model parameters on the maximal compressive strain, max , experienced by brain 
tissue. 
 
The intent of the present paper is merely to propose a hypothesis.  The work is clearly limited by 
the simplifying assumptions of the analysis.  Follow on research might include full three-
dimensional finite element simulations with detailed brain anatomy and varying constitutive 
properties at later times than those studied heretofore, further study of the physics and mechanics 
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that create intracranial pressure during blast exposure, including details of skull deformation 
caused by blast accompanied by venting of pressure through the posterior fossa and foramen 
magnum, effects of local differences in skull thickness and microanatomy and of shock waves 
travelling in different directions, and on a larger scale, more complex shock wave patterns 
obtained in closed rooms and spaces involving interferences of multiply reflected shock waves.  
Nevertheless, the present analysis and numerical simulations capture the essence of a physics-
based mechanism producing primary blast induced neurotrauma that has not, to the author’s 
knowledge, been described previously for durations beyond 10 msec.  The proposed mechanism 
suggests which ways the whole brain moves, how long the whole brain moves, how much the 
brain is distorted, and which wave physics variables most directly determine brain injury.  This 
mechanism of strain wave propagation through the whole brain and coup-contrecoup type 
motion explains heretofore puzzling occurrence of distant injury induced by blast waves, 
especially injury at the opposite side of the brain from wave entry19, 50, 51.  Further analysis, such 
as that suggested by the present author for acceleration injury43, may even allow one to identify 
threshold conditions for mild traumatic brain injury in a way that informs best practices for its 
prevention.   
 
 
Appendix 1: general treatment of head acceleration by a blast wave 
 
Let L be the length of the “blockhead” rectangular solid model in the direction of the blast, A be 
the cross section, m be the mass of the head, vs be the shock wave velocity, t be time, 0 be the 
time when the shock wave front reaches the near side of the head, t1 = L/vs be the time when the 
shock wave reaches the far side of the head, and tmax be the time when the positive overpressure 
phase of the shock wave passes the entire head.  The rising phase of the blast overpressure vs. 
time curve is steep and nearly instantaneous, reaching a maximum value of Pmax.  The falling 
phase of the blast overpressure vs. time curve is of arbitrary shape and much longer, with  
tmax >> t1 .  For times t < t1 the positive pressure difference on the “blockhead” rectangular solid 
model, driving it forward, away from the blast, is approximately Pmax , and the positive force is 
approximately APmax .  For times t > t1 the negative or reverse pressure difference on the 
“blockhead” rectangular solid model, is 
 






t1 .    (25) 
 
The reverse force on the model is F2 = P(t)A , or 
 






t1 .          (26) 
 
By Newton’s second law F2(t)dt = mdv for incremental velocity, dv, and time, dt.  The total 
change in velocity in the reverse direction 
 
































Now for t1/2 << tmax , as in a typical blast waveform passing the head, the integral in Equation 





t1Pmax ≈ −∆v1 ,         (28) 
 
where v1 is forward change in velocity that occurs as the blast wave front transits the head with 
near maximal overpressure on one side and zero overpressure on the other. 
 
 
Appendix 2: including reactive elastic and viscous forces in the Voigt model 
 
To include the reactive forces from the elastic elements or springs connecting a given node, n, 
with neighboring nodes n + 1 and n − 1, we have the balance of forces in the x-dimension on 
node n  
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(xn+1 + xn−1 − 2xn) .       (30) 
 
From the definition of mass density, VxAm 0n == .  From the definition of Young’s 
modulus,  
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−= −+ .       (33) 
 
To upgrade to a viscoelastic Voigt model, let  u  be the separation of two finite elements.  If this 
local section is stretched a distance u at a rate d(u)/dt the viscoelastic material creates a 






+= .          (34) 
 
This restoring force depends on the rate of elongation or compression according to the damping 
constant, .  (Note the above equation holds if both u and d(u)/dt are negative in 
compression.)   
 
The viscous force on node  n 
 








By Newton’s second law  
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So, in terms of material properties density and Young’s modulus, the differential equation of 





































−= −+−+ .    (38) 
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